Do you teach early childhood or primary students?

Busy Things includes over 130 games divided into five areas to support the learning of early childhood and primary students.

You can create music and art, learn the letters and their sounds and shapes, create labels and captions, practice reading and spelling, play number games, play maze and shape games, print clip art or enter the ‘Busy Box’ and get a random selection of all of the above.

Award winning games for students with special needs

Educational games and activities to encourage learning
**Accessing Busy Things**

**Step One:** Enter the catalogue


**Connect to:** Busy Things

**Database name**
- BusyThings

**Description**
BusyThings includes over 130 games divided into five areas. You can create music and art, learn the letters and their sounds and shapes, create labels and captions, practice reading and spelling, play number games, play maze and shape games, print clip art for cutting out and display, or enter the 'Busy Box' and get a random selection of all of the above.

**Authorized Users**
University of Melbourne staff, students and walk-in users on the Library premises have access to this electronic resource.

**Step Two:**
Access Busy Things here

**Step Three:**
Start exploring